Intellectual Property Committee Assessment Form

Name of Inventor(s): __________________________________________

Title of the Invention: __________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

Docket
Number_______________________________________________________

Assessment Criteria:

1. Is there sufficient information to evaluate the invention?

2. Is the invention substantially complete?

3. Based on the literature provided by the inventor, do you think the invention is novel? If not, please explain.

4. Based on the patents provided by the inventor and the TTLC, is the invention different from what is known?

5. Does the invention solve a problem or enhance an existing technology?

6. What is the commercial potential for this invention?
7. Have the results of the research been documented and substantiated by others in the department or industry?

8. How would you assess the licensing potential of the invention?

9. What is the Committee’s recommendation?

   _____ TTLC should seek patent protection?

   _____ Inventor should continue the research and return at a later date for reconsideration

   _____ University should execute a waiver form relinquishing rights to inventor